glass railings

glass railings

4 10 to 22mm glassboard:

SALIBASE (SB) - introduction

the appropriate mount
and gaskets will be
chosen based on the
glassboard’s thickness

For an even easier installation procedure, Salinox offers non-isometric mounts for some of its
models, that is having the mounts body at a different length that its clamping part, therefore
allowing visibility of the metal plugs, facilitating the installation process and the final alignment of
the glassboard.

e.g.
L1
lengths rods, for the
protection and uniform appearance of
the raling in oval and
rectangular shapes,
apart from models
SB1412 and SB8010
which only cap with
oval shaped caps

L200/300
l1 = 300mm
l2 = 200mm

5 Elastic gasket whose

thickness depends on
the used glassboard’s
thickness.

6 The clamping mount

constantly applies pressure by screwing in the
allen screw.

2 Caps are se-

L1
L2

L2
L1 > L2

glass railings

1 Mount caps in single

7 Allen screw that

cured in place
by plugging
them in to the
mount’s dents.

applies pressure by
pushing the clamp in,
as itself is screwed in.

1 Opening holes on a straight

line, where the railing is
going to be mounted.

8 Metallic bolt of varying

3 Mount’s main body:

diameters and lengths,
depending on the type
of mount used and the
application surface.

In most of Salinox’s models, mounts
are independent and dispersed along
the construction’s length, at spacings
that have been calculated to guarantee
a safe structure. The denser the spacings, the safer the glassboard support,
and the higher the glassboard can be.

2 fixing mount’s main body
3 immersion and detonation of

metal plugs (possible usage
of synthetic resin to make
the holes watertight).

4 Careful placement and

alignment of the pane.

5 Placement of clamp, slightly

screwing in the allen screw
to apply enough pressure to
hold the pane at place. Full
pressure once the pane is
fully aligned.

5-7mm or >20mm

6 placement of the rest of the

glassboards at a distance
of 5-7mm or >20mm,
closing with lid and end
taps.
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